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ABSTRACT

An Analysis of Mmtgage Default Clients and Mortgage Defau lt Counseling
at the Utah State University Family Life Center

by

Leslie E. Green, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2006

Major Professor: Dr. Lucy Delgadillo
Department: Family, Consumer, and Human Development

The purpose of this study was to create a profile of the mmtgage default clientele
at the Utah State University Family Life Center, Housing and Financial Counseling (FLC
HFC) and to examine how clientele were utilizing the counseling services. Demographic
and mortgage vmiables were used to create the profi le of clientele and examine the
utilization of services. Specific variab les key to the study included: loan type, time of
delinquency when clients sought counseling, how clients were referred to the FLC HFC,
and the point in counseling when an outcome was achieved (keeping the home or losing
the home to foreclosure). The sample consisted of all closed mortgage default cases at
the FLC HFC (N = 213) and covered the years between July 1999 and September 2004.
Descriptive statistics were used to create a profile of clients and survival ana lysis was
used to examine the utilization of services.
Cliente le were on average 36 years old, married, had 2.3 dependents, and were
Caucasian. The majority of clientele had no savings, was behind on other debt, repmted
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a reduction in income or job Joss as the cause of default, and sought counseling early on
in the delinquency. Clients reaching an outcome of counselin g in one to four
appointments were stati stically significant ly different than those reaching an outcome in
five or more appoin tments .
Tn the context of survival analysis, cli ents were divided into three groups : survival
(positive outcome of counseling), forec los ure/bankruptcy (negati ve outcome of
co unseling) , or lost-to-follow up. The find ings indicate that clientele wit h government
loans use the services more than clientele with conventional loans . Among the clientele
who kept their home, there were no stat istically significant differences by Joan type. The
FLC HFC can use thi s information to better tailor the services offered to mortgage default
cli e ntele.

(62 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The process of achieving and maintaining homeownership can be difficult. Since
1968 housing counseling and education have been avai lable to aid households in the
decision, path, and sustainability of homeownership (Joint Center, 2003 ; Quercia &
Wachter, 1996). Housing counseling, when available , is commonly a requirement for
low to moderate income households seeking various affordable housing programs offered
through the govemment, lenders , or other financial institutions. The housing counseling
and education component can also be a means by which affordable housing programs can
meet Community Reinvestment Act requirements (Joint Center).
In general , housing counseling and education consists of pre- and post-purchase
counseling and education (Mallach, 2001; Research Institute, 2000). Pre-purchase efforts
prepare potential homeowners to make the decision to either pursue homeownership or
take the time to more adequately prepare for homeownership. The goa l of pre-purchase
cou nseling and education has been to produce informed homeowners who know how to
adequately handl e the responsibilities that come with homeownership. It is believed that
prepared homeowners presen t Jess risk to lenders and provide more secure and stable
neighborhoods and families. Pre-purchase counseling improves Joan performance (Hirad
& Zom, 2001) and credit counseling has been found to show an improvement in the
financial behavior of clientele (Elliehausen, Lundquist, & Staten , 2003). Post-purchase
counseling typica ll y has two purposes, first, to help owners maintain their homes and
second, to provide aid in delinquency situations (Research Institute). Often borrowers
seek counseling late in their delinquency and as a consequence, reduce the possibility of
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retaining the home (Joint Center, 2003). Delinquency coun seling can assist the ow ner
with a debt reduction plan, exp loring options to cure the delinquency, contacting and
negotiating with the servicer, and if necessary, dete1mining the best exit strategy
(Research In stitute; Joint Center).

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is two fo ld. First, to create a profil e of the mortgage
default clients at the Utah State University Famil y Life Center Housin g and Financial
Coun se lin g Services (hence refened to as FLC HFC). The second purpose, which has
two components, is to describe the length of time delinquent bonowers remain in
delinquency before they seek counselin g at the FLC HFC and the len gth of time, or
number of counseling sessions, it takes to produce an o utcome of counse lin g. Some
aspects considered in the study include: the type of loan (FHA , Conventi onal, etc.) held
by the c lients , the circumstances th at caused them to defau lt, how th e c li ents were
refe iTed to the services, and the point at which coun selin g produces a positive or negative
outcome for the owner.

Need for Study

Mortgage default is a seiious problem in the state of Utah . In August 2005, Utah
was ranked eighth in the nation for mortgage default with one foreclosure for every 805
households [Arkansas ranked first (with I foreclosure for every 491 households), and
Tennessee second (with I foreclosure for every 547 households)] (RealtyTrac, 2005).
With respect to HUD FHA in sured loan s, Utah was ranked second hi ghest in the nati on
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for mmtgage default (2.05%)- Indiana held first place (2.13%) in 2004 and Michigan
third place ( 1.82%) (Mitchell, 2004). In FY 2003, Utah held a mortgage default rate of
3.2% for HUD FHA insured loans (Mitchell). Default rates in Utah have decreased
during 2003 and 2004, but remain high.
In Cache County, Utah where the study takes place, default notices are very high.
In 2001 , there were 620 repmted default notices (a total of 1 in every 34 households); in
2002 the number decreased to 554 (a total of 1 in every 38 households) . The total
number of households in 2001 and 2002 was estimated at 21, 055 . However, in 2003 the
number skyrocketed to an amazing 1,182 (a total of 1 in every 23 households), and in
2004 the number dropped to 450 (a total of 1 in every 61 households). According to the
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) the total number of
households in 2003 and 2004 was estimated at 27, 597 (FFIEC, 2001 , 2002, 2003, 2004;
Cache County Recorders Office, personal communication, July 27, 2005).
There are many negative outcomes to experiencing mortgage default , including
damage to one's credit record, emotional stresses, and the potential to lose the home to
foreclosure (Joint Center, 2003). Households that lose their homes to foreclosure may be
forced to relocate or rent and thus lose the sense of pride, stability, and belonging that
accompanies homeownership (Mallach, 2001).
It is important for the housing counseling and education industry to learn what
is effective for different types of borrowers to be able to produce and maintain successful
homeowners. In the housing counseling and education industry, there are many concerns
that remain unknown. First, the extent to which housing counseling and education affects
buyers' default decisions (Mallach, 2001). Second, the point at which a defaulting buyer
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seeks coun seling, is it at the onset of delinquency, or closer to the forec losure process
(Hirad & Zorn , 200 1; Joint Center, 2003)? T hird, the profile of default ing borrowers
seeking he lp is unknown. Fourth , how many borrowers have experienced positi ve
o utco mes to foreclo sure counse lin g, such as keeping the horne, or not dam agin g thei r
credit through foreclosure or bankruptcy? Fifth , what types of loans do bonowers have
who are see king counseling (FHA, Conventi onal, etc .)? There is a need to understand the
househo lds who are experiencing mortgage default and how they can be effectivel y
reached th rough housing coun seling and education (Joint Center, 2004).

Objectives of the Study

There are two general objectives to thi s study, firs t, to understand the cli entele
that utili ze the mortgage default coun selin g offered at the FLC HFC; second, to use thi s
information to improve the qualit y of services provided through the FLC HFC. T he
questions th at were considered are as fo ll ows:
I. What is the demographi c and mo rtgage profile of clients who come to default

coun seling at the FLC HFC?
2. How were they referred to the FLC HFC?
3. What percentage of c li ents had positive outcomes after the counselin g sessions?
(Positive o utcome is operationali zed as the number of clients who did not lose their
ho mes and whose credit was not damaged by foreclosure or bankruptcy).
4 . Are there differences in the length of time cli ents utili ze the services at the FLC
HFC 1?

1

Clien ts will be di vided into three groups for opera ti onalizati on of variables, see page 20.
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5. Are there differences in the utilization of services by type of loan?
6. Of those who had positive outcomes, do they differ in the utilization of services by
loan type?

Benefits

This study will specifically benefit future clientele and improve services of the
FLC HFC. As the demographic characteristics of the clientele are identified, effmts to
adequately assess the needs of this population and thus provide improved services can
increase. The findings will provide a way for the counselors and staff at the FLC HFC to
consider possible changes that will enhance the housing counseling and education they
provide. Mmtgage default is a problem that is not about to disappear. Housing
counseling and education can address this problem; counselors can work with c lients to
gain control of their financial situation and act as liaison between the client and the
servicer. This research is important because there is a need to aid homeowners who
defau lt on their mmtgages. As housing counseling agencies become more familiar with
the population of defaulting borrowers they can more effectively tailor their services to
the profi le of borrowers in their respective areas. The findings of this research may also
be useful to other agencies with similar programs in Utah. This study may encourage
those agencies to further define the characteristics of defaulting borrowers in their
respective areas and allow them to better serve their mortgage default clientele.
The next chapter presents a review of the housing counseling and education
literature. Factors concerning housing counseling and education such as its history,
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borTowers susceptibl e to defau lt, sustain ing ho meownership th ro ugh educati on and
counseling, and what we know abo ut housi ng counselin g and education are incl uded.

CHAPTER

n

LITERATURE REVIEW

Thi s literature review exp lores factors relating to housing counseling and
education. The factors discussed are: its history, bon·owers susceptible to default ,
sustaining homeownership through education and counseling, and what we know about
housing counseling and education.

Hi story

The groundwork for the housi ng counseling industry began in the 1960s with the
passage of the 1968 Housing and Urban Deve lopment Act in which the Department of
Ho usin g and Urban Development (HUD) gave permission for housing cou nse ling to be
adm ini stered to boiTowers participating in the FHA section 235 loan program (Baker &
Collins, 2005; Hirad & Zorn , 200 I; Mall ach, 200 I; Quercia & Wachter, 1996; Research
Institute, 2000). Section 235 provided a low interest down payment subsidy on FHA
loans offered through private institutions (Colton , 2003). Penni ssion to conduct
counse ling was given to publi c as well as private organizations. Due to defaults that
occurred to participants of the section 235 program , a law suit was filed against HUD.
As a result, in 1971 HUD established a process where agencies cou ld become approved
to provide housing counseling (Baker & Co llins; Hirad & Zorn ; Mallach; Research
In stitute; Quercia & Wachter) .
Coun seling is often required in programs offered through affordable housing and
community reinvestment; as these programs grow the demand for housi ng counse ling
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increases (Baker & Collins , 2005 ; Quercia & Wachter, 1996). Counseling has
progressed since its begi nning and wil l contin ue to do so, however, thi s growth has
resulted in a Jack of continuity due to the many types of coun se lin g offered and eve n
more so in the various ways that the co un selin g is de livered (Hirad & Zorn, 2001;
Quercia & Wachter) .

Borrowers Susceptible to Default

E mpiri cal studies have been conducted wh ich profile bon·owers who are at risk of
defa ult. For example, the Jo int Center for Housing Studies (2003) c haracteri zed
househo lds struggling to maintain ownership as hav in g little sav ings , un stab le or low
inco mes, and more susceptible to economic events that can place a threat on their ability
to make mo11gage payments as well as provide for everyday needs. These ho useholds
also lac k ex perience with financial in stitutions and can fall prey to market ventures th at
may inhibit their ability to meet th e demands of a mortgage (Joint Center).
O ' Neill , Lytton , and Parrott ( 1995) found that ho meowners began experiencing
fin ancial difficulty after approx im ate ly five years of ownership. The majority of
homeowners had dependent children and suffered from a loss of income. These
households were once credit wo11hy to purchase a home but due to finan cial diffi c ulties
they became unable to maintain that record . Ho meowners can experience a signifi cant
life eve nt suc h as unemployment or divorce a nd end up on the brink of fi nancial di saster
(O'Neill et al. ).
Events such as a reducti on in income or a decrease in financial assets have been
documented as increasing the likelihood of default (Gardner & Mill s, 1989; Getter,
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2003). Getter found that events such as an unexpected decrease in income or marital
instability (divorce or separation) were significant in determining risk of default. Other
factors such as age, race, health insurance, unemployment status, and monthly debt-toincome ratio were not as significant (Getter). Emler and Seelig (1999), in their choicetheoretical model, found that price shocks in real estate, income, and insolvency are key
players in mortgage default. In addition, a relationship has been found between
consumer bankruptcy and mortgage default (Elmer & Seelig). Default is also likely to
occur as home values decline (Case & Shi ll er, 1996), as equity is diminished, and as the
loan to value ratio increases (Deng, 1997). Mickey, Baxter, and Bordelon (2004) found
that those who defaulted due to employment problems or a decline in the rental market
which affected their rental property experienced significantly less forbearance (or
leniency) than those who defaulted due to the inability to make payments or sell their
prope11y.
Many homeowners face the challenge of paying more than 50% of their gross
income on housing (Joint Center, 2003). Steinbach (1995) found that households who
were exceeding the traditional debt ratio limits in 1995 of 28/36 for conventional loans
and 33/38 for FHA loans experienced a rate of default 60% higher than households who
maintained those debt ratios. It was also found that households who did not have savings
sufficient to cover at least two house payments (principle, interest, taxes, and insurance)
experienced a rate of default 40% higher than those with savings enough to cover two or
more payments. Today, FHA debt ratio limits are 29/41 (Sirota, 2000).
Risk of default also vmies by loan type. The risk of default among conventional
loans is historically low, less than one percent per year (Phillips & VanderHoff, 2004).
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The ri sk of default among conventional loan holders is positivel y correlated for small er
mongage amounts that have a hi gh loan to value ratio , as well as for low income
borrowers who have a large num ber of dependents (Hakim & Haddad, 1999).
Co ncernin g FHA loans , the following factors contribute to the ri sk of default : local
unemployment rates, number of dependents, negative equity, and single males as
compared to married couple borrowers (Lu sk Center, 2005). Default rates are also
notably hi gher for African Ame1icans than for other races (Berkovec, Can ner, Gabriel , &
Hannan , 1996; Hirad & Zorn , 200 1). Wo rkout pl ans have been available through the
convention al loan market since the late 1980s and the FHA loan market since 1996. Bot h
markets have experienced over a 50% workout rate on homes that may have otherwise
been lost to foreclosure (Capone, 200 1).
Specifically concerning homeowners in Utah, Delgadillo (2003) exam ined first
time ho me buyers in nonhem Utah who pruticipated in a home buyer education class and
created a financial profile to asses how vu lnerable first time homebuyers were to default
and foreclosure. It was found that most of the buyers (65%) were moti vated to attend the
c lass, not just for the education , but to meet qualifications for a parti cul ar loan product or
to o btain grant monies for closing costs. The majority of participants, more than half,
were white, married, two-income earner households with one to four dependents. Over
half of the participants obtained non-conventional loans, were going into the home with
only one percent equity, little or no savin gs, and were over extending their ratios to
qualify for a home loan. These characteri sti cs are not promising for lon g-term
homeownership. It is suggested, among other things, that potenti al buyers be encouraged
to purchase a home for less than they actually qualify thus allowing fl ex ibility fo r future
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fi nancial strain (Delgadillo). Gallagher (2004) exami ned active and foreclosed FHA
homes in Utah between 2000-200 1 to determine what factors , both borrower related and
mo11gage related, were associated with foreclosure. Race, front-end ratio and interest
rate were found to be significant factors in determining a borrowers' likelihood of
ex periencing foreclosure.
Two major theories exist that attempt to assess the driving force of default and
delinquency. First, the equity theory, or put option , centers on the equity of the property.
This theory holds that borrowers with enough equity will never find themselves in default
even if they do not have income sufficient to maintain the mortgage payment. They
would se ll the home to pay off the loan and redeem any remaining equity. However, if
there is insufficient equity or negative equity in the property, and even if the borrower is
capable of maintaining the mortgage payment, default may still occur; becau se it wou ld
be rationa l for the borrower to retum the home to the lender as opposed to continuing
payments. Al so, when a put option occurs in which the borrower gives the lender the
house (otherwise known as a deed in li eu), the lender could seek a deficiency judgment
through a court of law for the difference of the sa le price and the loan amount. However,
thi s may prove to be complicated due to the costs of enforcing a deficiency judgment or
due to the possibility that the bon·ower could declare bankruptcy (C iauretie & Sirmans,
2003).
Second, the ability to pay theory refe rs to a household entering mortgage defa ult
because they are unable to meet their monthly mortgage payment. This could be the
result of tri gger events such as an increase in family size, reduction of income or loss of
employment , conflict that occurs due to divorce, or other such events that would have an
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effect on a household 's ability to meet th eir monthl y mortgage obligation . Once a
househo ld becomes delinquent on their m011gage, an evaluation of their household size
and co nsistency of income is used to determine their ability or inability to cure th e loan
(Ciauretie & Sirmans, 2003).
Studies have been conducted that suppo11 both theories of default. It has been
di scovered that home equity and loan to value ratios have a primary influence on the
decision to default (Jackson & Kaserman , 1980; Morton , 1975 ; Springer & Waller, 1993;
von Furstenberg, 1969). The Lusk Center (2005 ) also reiterates that default increases as
negative equity becomes more apparent. In addition to home equity and loan to value
ratios, it has also been discovered that the age of the loan (particularly those that range
from three to five years) is also an import ant factor in determining the risk of defau lt (von
Fu rstenberg, 1970; von Furstenberg & Green , 1974). O 'Neill et al. (1995) found th at
homeow ners began experiencing fina ncial diffi culty after approximatel y five years of
ow nership, and Gardner and Mill s ( 1989) report half of their sample experienced
delinquency within the first four years of ownership. Foreclosures are more likel y to
occur in younger mortgages culmi nating at three years and five months and defau lts are
also more likely to be cured in youn ger loans (Phillips & Vanderhoff, 2004).

Sustaining Homeownership Through Education and Coun se ling

EducaTion and Counseling
Homeownership education di sse mination differs from homeownership
counseling. Education efforts are typi cally in a classroom setting and are de li vered in
methods both written, verbal , and kinesthetic, and include information on a variety of
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topics related to the home bu ying process. The purpose of home bu yer education is
usuall y to help prospective buyers decide if homeownership is right for them.
Counse ling, on the other hand, is more direct, time consuming, and focu sed on the
indi vidua l buyer. It is often desi gned to assist the buyer with further preparati on fo r
ho meownership . Examples might include specifi c goal settin g for increasin g inco me or
savings, decreasing debt, and improving credit (Hirad & Zorn , 200 1; Joint Center, 2003;
Mallach, 2001 ; Research Institute, 2000).

Pre-Purchase Education and Counseling
Given technological improvements in the mortgage market, such as automati c
underwriting and online applications, the need for educated bu yers is becoming essent ial
(Joint Center, 2004). Pre-purchase educati on and counseling provides the potential buyer
wi th general knowledge about the homeownership process and helps the ho usehold
determine whether homeownership is ri ght for them (Mallach , 2001; Research Institute,
2000). On average, pre-purchase efforts consist of nine hours of classroom education and
approx imately two and a half hours of face-to-face counseling (Research In stitute). In
o ne of the largest studies conducted concerning the effectiveness of indi vidual prepurchase housing counseling and education, it was found that borrowers w ho received
one-on-one coun seling experienced a 34% reduction in delinquency rates and borrowers
who received classroom education experienced a 26% reduction in delinquency rates
(Hirad & Zorn, 2001 ). The foc us of housing coun seling today lies in pre-purchase
counselin g (Joint Center; Research Institute).
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Post-Purchase Education and Counseling
Post-purchase housin g counseling and education programs foc us on sustaining
homeownership (Researc h Institute, 2000). There are two main types of post-purchase
housing coun seling and education offered. First, there are post-purchase education
program s whi ch cover topics such as home maintenance and repair, fin ancia l
management , and in crease buyer awareness of horne repair programs and other resources
to help them protect and maintain their asset (Joint Center, 2003; Researc h Institute) . In
such programs, homeowners can also gain the knowledge necessary to make good
consumer choices when purchasing home products, seeking consumer credit, and creatin g
an effective record keeping system . They can also be made aware of the pitfall s of
predatory lendin g and learn how to avoid becoming a victim (Joint Center; Research
In stitute) . It seems logical that homeowners who learn the skills commonly taught in
post-purchase education would be more li kely than those who did not receive any
education to experience lon g term stability in homeownership (Mallach , 200 1). Postpurchase education can act as a preventative tool; as it stri ves to prepare ho useholds to
become success ful homeowners, ex perience fewer financi al struggles, and be more
prepared to act upon the signs of finan cial trouble (Joint Center; Mallach).
T he second type of post-purch ase education and counseling is divided into two
categories, default prevention counseling and education and foreclo sure coun seling.
Default prevention counse lin g and educati on is designed to provide bOITOwers with the
knowledge to avoid default and how to seek help if facing default (Quercia & Wachter,
1996). O wners may feel that they are reapin g certain benefits by attendin g default
preventi on education and counselin g. Those benefits may include the basic finan cial
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education received, the knowledge to protect their credit rating, and the awareness of
available subsidies (Quercia & Wachter). Unfortunately, little empirical evidence exists
as to the results of such cou nse ling and education (Joint Center, 2003; Mallach, 2001;
Quercia & Wachter).
Forec losure counseling is designed to assist mortgage holders facing forec losure,
which begins after a mortgage is three months delinquent. Unfortunately, homeowners
do not always make prompt contact with a counseling agency at the onset of delinquency
(Joint Center, 2003). Counseling efforts are necessari ly limited when borrowers join
counseling late in delinquency. However, counseling can provide the owner with
assistance in exploring their options, contacting the servicer, and determining the best
exi t strategy (Joint Center). The timing involved in coun seling defaulted borrowers may
also contribute to successfully keeping th e home and curing the loan. In the National
Urban League's report of Home Mortgage Assignment Counseling Training and
Evaluation Program (as ci ted in Housing Assistance, 1997) it was found that the length of
time delinquent borrowers were engaged in counseling was positively correlated with
avoiding foreclosure.
The group of delinquent borrowers who need forec losure counseling is unknown.
Identifying this population is vital to any attempt to improve forec losure co unselin g
effort s. Of the delinquent botTowers who receive counseling, there may be so me who
wou ld have otherwise surrendered the home to foreclos ure and others who may have
been able to satisfy the delinquency on their own (Joint Center, 2003). It is estimated that
only one-third of delinquent borrowers actually seek foreclosure counseling at HVDapproved agencies (Joint Center).
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Delinquent borrowers are referred to coun seling through various means. The
most common source of referral is thro ugh delinquency letters sent by loan serv icers
whi ch provide instruction for contacting a counseling agency. Thi s contact is required on
FHA mongages, but not necessari Iy on other mortgages. It is suggested that borrowers
who do not respond to the contact effort made by their servicer are unlikely to contact a
counse ling agency until the on set of forec losure (Joint Center, 2003 ). An examp le
demonstrating the impact of referrals is the counse ling that occ urred in li ght of the
defau lting participants in the FHA section 235 loan program. The U.S. Depanment of
Ho using and Urban Development, Office of Policy Development and Research (as cited
in Shroder, 2000) examined the participants of the section 235 program in which
approximately half of the patticipants were refetTed to counseling. Of those refetTed onl y
one-quarter ac tually participated in cou nseling. More than half of those referred failed to
make an appointment, the remainder of the referral sample could not be contacted. Of
th ose who did receive counse ling, there were positive and negative outcomes. Positi ve
outcomes included coming current on the loan (4 1%) and experiencing fewer months in
default (19%). Negative outcomes inc luded foreclosure ( 14%) and more mon th s in
default (I 2%). Of those who were not referred for counseling, 38 % brought their loans
cutTent, 14% experienced fewer month s in defau lt, 21% foreclosed , and 9% had more
months in default.
Counseling has the most potential for success in a default scen ario when the buyer
has previously formed a relationship wit h the counseling agency, preferably from prepurchase or default prevention counseling and education efforts. In thi s way, the client
may be more likely to seek counseling early in the default experien ce (Quercia &
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Wachter, 1996). When an owner seeks counselin g at the onset of default , their chances
for success may increase as work with a lender begins early (Quercia, McCarthy, &
Stegman, 1995 ; Quercia & Wachter). However, it is not always the case that early efforts
are made to resolve the default (Quercia & Wachter).
When the decision to default is drive n by trigger events (Getter, 2003; Phil lips &
VanderHoff, 2004; Quercia et al. , 1995) suc h events may go beyond the issues addressed
through default prevention and foreclosure counseling (Joint Center, 2003). ln general,
default prevention and foreclosure counse lin g can assist the buyer with financial
management issues (savings, budgetin g, and credit), maintenance of their homes,
protecting their equity, negotiatin g wit h creditors, and determining workout plans when
necessary. However, when trigger events occ ur, for example, a divorce or jo b loss due to
loca l economic conditions, default and delinquency counseling efforts may be restri cted
(Joint Center).
The decision to default may also be moti vated by foreseen benefits to the
homeowner. Those benefi ts may include the opportunity to live in the home for free
during the period of default and el iminate negative equity by eventually sutTenderin g th e
home. Thi s results in hi gher costs to the lender which places an increase on the cost of
mortgage insurance. Lenders can limit these bmTower benefits by exercising defi ciency
judgments (This occurs when the forec losure sale does not profit enough to pay what is
owed o n the mortgage and the borrower becomes responsible) and default penalties.
Using econo mic models, Ambrose, Buttimer, and Capone (1997) studied borrower
atti tudes towards default by examining these benefits and the actions lenders can take to
limit these benefits. As botTowers' ex pec tations of the time between default and
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forec losure increase, the like lihood of default also increases. Al so, as the borTowers'
ex pectation of the time between default and foreclosure decrease the like lihood of
deficiency judgments increases. With these ex pectations, borrowers' attitudes toward
defau lt can be altered by lenders reducin g the time between default and forec los ure and
increasin g the possibility of deficiency judgments. The increase in time given to
botTowers between default and foreclosure an d the probability of deficiency judgments
may ex pl ain the high rates of default among FHA and VA loans compared to
conventi onal loans (Ambrose et al.).
Defau lt coun seling can aid the bon·ower in the following ways: the counselor can
act as a third party, clarify information gaps , and provide knowledge about other
assistance programs that may be of help to the ow ner (Joint Center, 2003). Co un selin g
can also make the bon·ower aware of the costs involved with default and possibl e
fo rec losure. Those costs include: moving costs, diffic ulty in finding new emp loyment ,
damage to credit , difficulty in obtaining new cred it in the future , difficulty in purchasi ng
a home in the future , and even psychologica l stresses (Gilberta & Houston, 1989; Joint
Center). Perh aps most valuable, the cou nse lor can provide budgeting and credit
informat ion that may help the owner make better consumer choices and assist them as
they detetmine what is in their best interest fin anciall y (Joint Center).

What We Know about Housi ng Counseling and Education

In the past, empirica l studi es have been conducted to determine to what extent
housing counseling and education (both pre- and post-purchase effo rts) reduce the risk of
defau lt (Joint Center, 2003; Mallach, 2001; Quercia & Wachter, 1996). However,
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altempts to measure housing coun seling and educati on have been diffi cult and the
findi ngs are limited in their general izability (Joint Center, 2004; Quercia & Wachter;
Research In stitute, 2000). The differences between programs contribute to the di fficu lty
of measUiin g housing counseling. Some of those differences include the preferred resu lts
of individual agencies (for exa mpl e, increases in homeownership or reducin g default
risk), differences in coun selor characteristi cs , content, quali ty, duration and depth, th e
availability of financi al assistance, and even variati on in marketing (Hirad & Zom , 200 I;
Q uercia & Wachter; Research In stitute) .
In seeking to measure the effec ts of coun selin g, previous research suggests usi ng
a controll ed experi ment where there ex ists both a treatment and contro l group (Querc ia &
Wachter, !996; Research In stitute, 2000). This would entail random selecti on of
homeowners where one group would be designated to recei ve counseling and another to
not receive counselin g (Quercia & Wachter; Research Institute). However, conducti ng
resea rch among defaulting households fo ll owing the procedure menti oned above may be
diffi cult for the following reasons. Fi rst, the time it takes to conduct such research cannot
be feas ibly requested fro m providers of the counseling because many coun seling agencies
are short staffed and lack the resources to conduct such an evaluation . Second, it is not
ethi ca l to take a sample of delinquent borrowers and provide counselin g to onl y hal f
(Joi nt Center, 2004). It would also be difficult to admini ster a controll ed expetiment to
underserved popu lation s, such as low income and minorities, for two reaso ns: first, thi s
popu lati on would most likel y be e li gible for affordable housi ng programs whi ch typi call y
req uire a housing education and counse ling component. Second, if compari ng the
underserved population with conventional botTowers, it might be assumed that both
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bon·owers would have similar respon ses in and towards default situations , when the
differences between the two samp le groups wou ld indicate otherwise (Research Institute,
2000). In li ght of these examples of the limitations in measuring the effec ts of defau lt
coun se ling, the reality is that coun se lin g age ncies and their practitioners are not
conducting mortgage default coun seling evaluation s because housin g coun se lin g agencies
are short staffed and function on limited resources (Joint Center). Even if eva luation s are
not con ducted, it is important th at agencies at least learn who makes up their clientele.
Thus, thi s study proposes to present a profile of delinquent borrowers who seek
counseling at the FLC HFC in order to better customize the services provided. Due to the
minimal research concerning the timing between initial delinquency and a final outcome
of coun selin g and the limitation s found within housing counseling research, thi s study
will contribute to the current literature by analyzi ng mortgage defau lt coun se lin g durin g
the delinquency period of the borrower until a fi nal outcome is reached.
The next chapter provides a description of the population , definition of the
vari ables used, detail for the data collection , the research questions, and the data analysis
used in the study.
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CHAPTER Ill
METHODS

The proposed study sought to improve the m011gage default coun se lin g provided
by the FLC HFC. This was accomp lished by examining all inactive mortgage default
files of the clientele at the FLC HFC for the time period of July 1999 to September 2004.
Files for 2005 may stil l be invol ved in active counseling. This chapter provides a
description of the population , definition of the variab les used, data collection , the
research questions, and the data analysis for the study.

Measures

The purpose of examining mortgage default counseling at the FLC HFC was to
gath er information to determine at which point the counse ling offered produced an end
result (either positive or negative) and to determine where effons shou ld be placed to
improve the quality of services offered by the FLC HFC. Below is a description of the
population , variab les, data collection , research questions , and data analysis.

Population
The popu lation for this study came from the m011gage default clientele m the FLC
HFC and consisted of 213 moilgage default clientele that are no longer engaged in active
cou nseling. Files eligible for the study included the following: households who were
expecting to default, already in default , or engaged in the foreclosure or bankruptcy
process. lmponant demographics gat hered at the time of intake such as age, race, marital
status, number of dependents, income, and amount in savings were examined to profile
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the households experienci ng default in the counties (Cache, Rich , and Box E lder)
served by the FLC HFC. The FLC HFC data was chosen because it is the o nl y housin g
counse ling agency in Northern Utah.
For analyti cal purposes, surviva l ana lys is (or life tables) was used. C li en ts were
separated into three groups: survival group , forec los ure/bankruptcy group , or lost-tofo ll ow up group. The first group, surviva l, refers to cli ents who expeti enced a positi ve
resoluti on to their default si tuati on. Thi s co uld inc lude a repayment pl an, pat1ia l c laim (a
no interest loan made by HUD for the amou nt the borrower is delinquent , not to exceed
12 month s), payment assistance, pre-forec losure sale, special forbearance (lender stops
co llect ion of payments for a short amount of time) , deed in lieu (bon·ower re leases the
deed to the lender), renting the home, refinance, working with the loan servi cer in the
future, or, worki ng with an attorney. The second group, in the context of surviva l
analysis, is commonl y refened to as the death group, however, for thi s study the second
group wi ll be refened to as the forec losure/bankruptcy group. Those in the
foreclos ure/bankruptcy group are defined as havin g experienced forec los ure or
bankruptcy. The third group, lost-to-fo ll ow up, refers to clients who withdraw from
counse ling and for whom the final outcome is unknown. For the purpose of thi s study,
the first group, survival , was noted as a positive o utcome and the second gro up,
forec los ure/bankruptc y, was noted as a negati ve outcome.

Variables
There were a total of 19 variables ex tracted from the FLC HFC mortgage default
client fi les. Eight variables, collected upon intake, describe individual botTower
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charactetistics. These variables could change over time but were used to create a
profile of c lientele upon intake. The variab les included: (1) marital status , (2) age, (3)
race, (4) number of dependents, (5) employment status, (6) income, (7) amount in
savi ngs, and (8) behind on ot her debt. Marital status was defined as man·ied, single,
divorced, separated, or widowed; age was measured in number of years. Race was
divided into four categories: Caucasian, Hi spanic , Asian Pacific Islander, or American
Indi an/Alaska Native.

umber of dependents indicated the number of dependents in the

household. Employment status was indi cated as fu ll-time, part-time, seasonal, selfemployed, or retired. Income was recorded as indicated by the client. Income repmted
by the cl ient may be either net or gross. Savings included any amount in the cli ents'
checkin g and savings accounts . Behind on any ot her debt was defined as whether or not
the client was behind on any other payments not including the house payment, thi s
variab le was coded as yes or no.
The following II variables were used to describe the individual bmTower's
housing situation . These included: (I) how many years the owner has been in the house,
(2) amount of consumer debt not including ho use payment, (3) original mottgage amount,
(4) cun·ent mmtgage balance, (5) stated reason for default, (6) the month of default in
which they so ught coun seling, (7) whether or not they have a second mortgage, (8)
housing cost burden, (9) total time spent by the counselor, (10) loan type, and (II)
referral to FLC HFC. How lon g the owner has lived in the house was recorded in number
of years. The amount of consumer debt not including the house payment, original
mortgage amount, and current mortgage balance was recorded in do ll ars. The stated
reason for default consists of various trigger events as declared by the client. Getter
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(2003) found that events such as an unexpected decrease in income or marita l
instability (divorce or separati on) were significant in determining ri sk of defau lt.
Whether or not the client has a second mortgage was coded as yes or no. The housin g
cost burden was calc ulated by dividing the c li ents ' repo1ted monthly inco me by their
reported monthly house payment and was reco rded as a percentage. Time spent by the
counselo r was recorded in minutes. Loan type was recorded as FHA , VA , Conventiona l,
or Utah Housing. Referral s to the FLC HFC fall into any of the following categori es:
servicer, friend (i ncludes reli gious leader, spouse, or other friend), non-profit service ,
phone book or newspaper, lawyer, and court ordered.

Procedures

T he mo1tgage default client fi les at the FLC HFC were used for thi s research
project. Prior to receiving coun seling, eac h client at the FLC HFC must sign a consent
form that states their information will be he ld confidential and that they understand that
their information may be used for research and educational purposes. A copy of the
consen t form is found in the Appendix.

Data Collection
Thi s proposal meets the standards set fo lth by the Utah State University
Institutional Review Board and poses little, if any, risk to all palticipants. Information
extracted from the client fil es was in no way used to identify individual persons. Only
files that are no longer actively engaged in cou nseling were considered. Standards set by
the FLC HFC were also fo llowed. Those standards state that all client information mu st
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be held confidential and that cou nselors must represent all clients without any conflict
of interest (Nielsen & Hansen, 2005). The researcher who collected the data, is a
cou nselor at the FLC HFC and is bound by these standards.

Research Questions
The questions to be considered are as follows:
I. What is the demographic and mortgage profile of clients who come to default
counseling at the FLC HFC?
2. How were they referred to the FLC HFC?
3. What percentage of clients had positive outcomes after the counseling session s?
(Positive outcome is operationalized as the number of clients who did not lose their
homes and whose credit was not damaged by foreclosure or bankruptcy).
4. Are there differences in the length of time the three groups of clients (surviva l,
foreclosure/bankruptcy, and lost-to-follow up) utili ze the services at the FLC HFC?
5. Are there differences in the utilization of servi ces by type of loan ?
6. Of those who had positive outcomes, do they differ in the utilization of services by
loan type?

Data Analysis
The data collected from the mortgage default files at the FLC HFC were ana lyzed
using SPSS 13.0 (SPSS, 2004). To answer research questions (1) What is the
demographic and mortgage profile of clients who come to default counseling at the FLC
HFC; (2) how were they referred to the FLC HFC; (3) what percentage of c lients had
positive outcomes after the counseling session s? (Positive outcome is operationalized as
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the number of c lients who did not lose their homes and whose credit was not damaged
by forec losure or bankruptcy.); and (4) are there differences in the length of time cli ents
utili ze the services at the FLC HFC? Desc1iptive, cross-tabs, and chi -sq uare analysis
were used. Descriptive stati sti cs were used to create a profi le of the FLC HFC mortgage
default c lientele as we ll as the typi ca l referral source, and loan type. Client
characteri stics were defined through th e following variables: (1) marital status, (2) age,
(3) race, (4) number of dependents, (5) employment status, (6) income, (7) amou nt in
savings, (8) behind on any other debt, (9) how many years the owner has been in the
house, ( 10) amount of consumer debt not including house payment , ( II ) stated reason for
default, (12) the month of default in which they sought counseling, (1 3) whether or not
they have a second mo11gage, and (14) housing cost burden .
Life Tables and Kaplan-Meier Surviva l Analysis procedures were used to
measure research questions #5 " Are there differences in the utili zati on of services by type
of loan?" and #6 "Of those who had positive outcomes, do they differ in th e utili zation of
services by loan type?" Life tables (described below) were used to indicate at which
point the counseling produced a positive or negative outcome for the client. That point
being defin ed as when the client reaches a point in counseling, namel y, one of three
possib le outcomes, survival, death, or lost-to-follow up (described in the popu lation
sec ti on).
Li fe Tables are common when there is a need to examine the timin g between two
events (in thi s study the default and result of counseling, positi ve or negative). Data used
in Life Tables often contain s cases in which the final result was never recorded (i n thi s
study, lost-to-follow up) . Those experiencing an outcome (in thi s study positive, keeping
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the home or not damaging their credit throu gh foreclosure or bankruptcy, or negati ve,
su rrenderi ng the home to foreclosure or bankruptcy) are used to estimate the probability
of the o utco me occurring at different points in time in the default experi ence. Life Tables
are based on the assumption that alth ough cases may enter the study at different times,
they ought to behave in a similar manner (SPSS , 2004). The Kapl an-Meier Survival
Analysis procedure is simi lar; it is al so used to analyze the timing between two events,
however, the Kaplan-Meier procedure controls for cases when the second event (the
outcome of counseling) is not recorded (lost-to-follow up) (Lee, 1980a, 1980b; SPSS ).
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

This chapter contains results from the data analysis. Descriptive stat isti cs and
cross tab les were used to create a profile of the clientele and thus answer research
questions I , 2, and 3. This section then presents the chi-square results for research
question 4. The remainder of this section out lines the results of Survival Analysis to
answer research questions 5 and 6.

Research Questions

Research Question 1
What is the demographic and mortgage profile of clients who come to default
cou nseling at the FLC HFC? Mortgage default clientele were 36 years old (median).
Utah, ranking the lowest of all states, holds a median age of 28, much lower than the
National median age of 36.2 years old (U.S . Bureau of the Census , 2004). The majority
of the clientele, 66.1 %, were married and 19 % divorced. Overal l, Utah reports 54.3 % of
adu lt s are matTied and 9.7% are divorced (U .S. Bureau of the Census , 2000). The
average number of dependents reported by default clientele was 2.3, the ave rage
household size for Utah is 3.13, which is hi gher than the average household size reported
for the Nation (2 .59; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2000; see Table 1). The majorit y of
clientele were Caucasian (88.4%) and 8.4% were Hi spanic, the remaining 3.2% were in
other minority groups. The Utah population contai ns 90.8 % Caucasian, 10.6% Hispanic
or Latino, and 4% other minority groups (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2004).
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Table l

Individual Borrower Characteristics
DescriJ:ltion
Age borrower
Number of
dependents
Reported
monthly
income (gross)
Savings

Min

Max

Mean

Median

Mode

SD

20.00
0.00

60.00
7.00

37 .23
2.27

36.00
2.00

36.00
2.00

8.97
1.67

$0.00

$6136.33

$1835 .39

$1733.45

$0.00

$1403.17

-$200.00

$2500.00

$137.52

$0.00

$0.00

$343.93

In this population, 61 % of the participants had no savings at all , 1.4% of them had
a negative savi ngs . There were 2.3% of clients that reported $50 in savings, and a
slightly higher percent (3.8) reported $100 in savings. Six percent held between $700
and $2500 in savings (Table 1). The population consisted of 48.4% of clientele who
were employed full-time, 3.3% part-time, 4.7% who were seasonally employed, and
3.3% who reported being self-employed. The most common reason reported for
experienci ng the mortgage default was a reduction in income followed by job loss
(Figure I) . This factor also influenced clientele cost burden. In some cases, those with
higher cost burdens had experienced a decrease in income. On average , clientele had a
cost burden of 36% (Table 2). Debt ratio limits for FHA loans are 29/41 (Sirota, 2000)
and are 28/36 for conventional loans (Steinbach, 1995).
Other mortgage characteristics of the default clientele who sought counseling at
the FLC HFC are as follows. More than half (65.5%) of the clientele sought counseling
in the first three months of default and 21.6% of the group sought counseling in the
second month of default. Approximately 10 clients, or 4.7 % of the cases, sought
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Figure 1. Reported reasons for default.

coun se lin g in the sixth month of default (Table 2). Of the clientele who so ught
coun selin g in the first three month s of default, 54.5% were able to keep their ho rne.
About one-t hi rd (34.5 %) , sought counse lin g after the third month of delinquency and
fo rtun ately half of those clients were also able to maintain homeownership. Among the
defau ltin g borrowers, 64 % had lived in their homes between one and fi ve years, 11.6%
less than o ne year and 23.8 % had been residents fo r 6-23 years. O ver half of the clientele
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Table 2

Borrower 's Housing Situation
DescriEti on

Min

Max

Mean

Median

Mode

Years in
home
0.03
23.00
4.32
3.00
3.00
Amount of
debt, not
including
400.00
8670.00
0.00
house($)
89000.00 13454.92
Otiginal
mongage
amount ($)
20000.00 164500.00 90699.80 90445.50 75000.00'
Balance on
mongage ($) 32000.00 138750.00 87948.05 90000.00 93000.00'
House
776.27
payment($)
340.00
750.00
750.00
1456.89
Month of
default
0.00
9.00
3.24
3.00
2.00
sought
coun se lin g
0. 13'
1.1 5
0.40
0.36
Cost burden
0.13
Time spent
on c li ent in
minutes
60.00
6 15.00
149.82
120.00
75.00
'. Multipl e modes exist. The small est value is shown.

SD

4.66

16953.02

25813.07
24829.06
2 19.06

1.98
0. 19

109.68

(57.3%) were behind on other debt, not includin g their mongage obligation (Tab le 2),
and about three qumters did not have a second mortgage (68.9% ).

Research Question 2
How were clientele referred to the FLC HFC? The majority of cli ente le, 69.2%,
were referred to the FLC HFC by their servicer, 13.9% were referred by a friend , and
7.7% were referred by another non profi t agency. In this populati on, 47 .9% of cli ents
had a government insured loan and 13.6% had a conventional loan . Of the cli ents wi th
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government insured loans, 81% were referred by their servicer, while 63.2 % of those
with a conventional Joan were refeiTed by their servicer. Table 3 shows the refell'al
source by loan type.

Research Question 3
What percentage of clients had positive outcomes after the counseling sessions?
Positive outcome was operationalized as the number of clients who did not lose their
homes and whose credit was not damaged by foreclosure or bankruptcy. There were
50.7% of clients who experienced a positive outcome following their counseling sessions.
Those experiencing a positive outcome were named, in the context of Survival Analysis,
the survival group. Of those who were in the survival group, 78.1% of them had a
government insured loan (FHA, VA, or Utah Housing). The foreclosure/bankruptcy
group included those who lost their homes, this group contained 57.1% with government
insured loans and 42.7 % with conventional loans.

Research Question 4
Are there differences in the length of time clients utilize the services at the FLC
HFC among the three groups: survival, foreclosure/bankruptcy, or lost-to-follow up? To

Table 3

Referral Source by Loan Type

Servicer
Loan type
Government Joan
Conventional loan

81.0%
63.2%

Refell'al Source
Friend
Non profit
services
11.1%
3.2%
5.3%
10.5%

Phone book or
newspaper
4.8 %
10.5 %
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answer this question , cross tables and the chi-square statistic were used to assess
statistical significance. The chi-square test indicates that there was a statistica ll y
signifi cant difference in the len gth of time c lients utilized the services among the three
groups (chi -square= 20.06, df= 2,p < 0.0 1). The length of time cli ents were utili zin g
the FLC HFC was separated into two categories, those who attended one-to-four
appointments and those who attended five or more appoi ntments before reaching an
ou tcome of counseling (survival , foreclosure/bankruptcy, or lost-to-foll ow up) . Clients in
the survival , forec losure/bankruptcy, and lost-to-follow up groups, who reached an
outcome of counseling in one to four appoi ntments, were 7 1.3, 72.7, and 95.6%
respec ti vely. The percent of those attending five or more appoin tments before reaching
an outcome were much lower: survival (28.7) , forec losure/bankruptcy (27.3), and lost-tofol low up (4.4). T hus the chi-square test indicates there is a statistically significant
difference among the groups' uti lization of the FLC HFC; however, it does not indicate
which group contributed the most to the differences; for example, if the
foreclosure/bankruptcy group is sign ifican tly different from the lost-to-follow up group
or from the survi va l group.

Resea rch Question 5
Are there differences in the uti li zation of services by type of loan? To answer this
question, the Kaplan-Meier method of Survival Analysis was used. The Wi lcoxon
comparison test was used to address statistical significance. The results indicate that
there are differences in the utili zation of services among the groups by loan type.
Borrowers holding government loans used the services the most (Figure 2). Concerning
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Figure 2. Utilization of services by loan type.

both loan types, the survival group is shown to use the services for lon ger periods of time
th an the lost-to-fo ll ow up group but not fo r the foreclosure bankruptcy group.
Concerning government loans, the survival and lost-to-follow up groups are
significantly different (p

=.001), however, no stati stically significant difference was

noted between the foreclosure/bankruptcy group and the survival group (p = .564) or
between the forec losure/bankruptcy group and the lost-to-follow up group (p = .3 16). In
cases of conventional loans , the survival and lost-to-follow up groups showed a
stati stically significant difference (p = .008) and the forec losure/bankruptcy and lost-to-

follow up groups also showed a statistically significant difference (p

=.038) however,
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the survival and foreclosure/bankruptcy groups did not show a statistically significant
difference (p

=.329; see Tab le 4).

Table 5 shows the means and medians for the utilization of services by loan type
among the three groups . The medians indicate that those in the survival group who had a
government loan look a longer period of time (four contacts made by the counselor as
opposed to two contacts for those in the other two groups) to reach a positive outcome of
counseling. Regarding conventional loans, those in the forec losure/bankruptcy group
who had a conventional loan took an even longer period of time (about six contacts) and
still failed to maintain their homes. Clients in the survival and foreclosure/bankruptcy
groups who sought counseling in the first three months of default were 63 .8% and 50%,
respectively.

Table 4

Utilization of Services by Loan Type
Foreclosure/

Survival

bankrufltc~

Loan type and
outcome of counseling
Government insured loans
Foreclosure/bankruptcy
Survival
Lost-to-Follow up
Conventional loans
Foreclosure/bankruptcy
Survival
Lost-to-Follow up
* p <.OS

Chi-sq

Sig

Chi-sq

.334
.334
1.006

.564
.316

.951
4.294

.329
.038*

Sig

.564

11.359

.001 *

.951

.329

6.942

.008*

Lost-to-Follow
Ufl
Chi-sq
Sig

1.006
11.359

.316
.001 *

4.294
6.942

.038*
.008*
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Table 5

Mean and Median Number of Contacts by Loan Type
Mean
Median
Loan type and
Estimate
Std. eiTOr
Estimate
Std. error
outcome of counseling
Government insured loans
Forec losure/bankruptcy
3.000
.707
2.000
Survival
4.070
.360
4.000
.617
Lost-to-Fo llow up
.236
2.400
.260
2.000
Overall
.242
3.000
.213
3.366
Conventiona l loans
Foreclosure/bankruptcy
6.333
2.603
6.000
3.266
Survival
3.750
.788
2.000
.500
Lost-to-Follow up
1.600
.22 1
1.000
Overall
3.276
.559
2.000
.238
Note. Dashes indicate that the standard error was not estimated.

Research Question 6
Among borrowers who had positive outcomes (those in the surviva l group), how
do they differ in the utilization of services by loan type? Again, the Kaplan Meier
method with the Wilcoxon comparison test was used to answer this question. The
analysis shows that there are no statistically significant differences among those in the
survival group and how long they utilize the services with regards to loan type (chisquare= 0.506, p = 0.477; Table 6). Both those with government and conventional loans
in the survival group had similar survival functions. There were a maximum of 12
contacts for government loans that survived and 13 contacts for conventiona l loans that
survived (Figure 2).
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Table 6

Utilization ofServices by Loan Type for Clients in the Survival Group

Outcome of counseling and loan type
Foreclosure/bankruptcy
Government insured
Conventional
Survival
Government insured
Conventional
Lost-to-Follow up
Government insured
Conventional
p< .05

Government insured
loans
Chi-sq
Sig

1.200

.273

.506

.477

2.991

.084

Conventional loans
Chi-sq

Sig

1.200

.273

.506

.477

2.991

.084

Summary of Resu lts

S light ly over half (50.7%) of defaulting homeowners who sought counseling at
the FLC HFC were able to expe1ience a positive outcome. Also, the majority (65.5%) of
the clientele sought help early (0-3 months delinquent) in the default process thus further
enforcing the concept that those who seek counseling later in default may reduce their
chances of overcoming the default (Joint Center, 2003). Most of the clients are being
referred to the FLC HFC by their servicers (69.2% ), and consequently 81% of those
referrals came in beha lf of clients with govemment insured loans. There appears to be a
statistically significant difference in the length of time clients uti lize counseling services
among the three groups of clients (survival , foreclosure/bankruptcy, and lost-to-follow
up). There are significantly more clients, among the three groups of clients, utilizing the
services in one-to-four appointments than in five or more appointments (chi-square=

20.06, df = 2, p < 0.0 1). There are also indications that there are differences in uti lization
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of services by Joan type, those with government loans use the services the most. There
is however, no indication that the services of the FLC HFC are used diffe rently among
those who ex perienced a positi ve outcome with regards to their loan type .
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

This chapter begins by discussing the primary results found in this study.
Limitations are then reviewed and future research is discussed. In light of the findings,
suggesti ons are given for the FLC HFC. The objectives of thi s study were to first ,
understand the clientele utilizing the mortgage default counseling offered at the FLC
HFC and second, to use this information to improve the quality of services provided
through the FLC HFC.

Profile of Defaulting Clientele

One purpose of the study was to create a profile of the mortgage default cli ente le
at the FLC HFC. In brief, the results indi cate that borrowers who sought cou nse ling were
married, in their mid thirties, employed full ti me, and had at least two dependents. The
results also indicate that the majority of the c li entele reported a reduction of income or
job Joss as the main reasons for default and had eit her no savings or negative savings.
Previous research has show n that households experienci ng difficulty in maintaining
ownership ha ve little sav in gs (Joint Center, 2003). This study su pports that finding.
With the financial demands of homeownership, having adequate savin gs is vital.
Households experienci ng difficulty in maintaining ownership have also been noted as
being more susceptible to trigger events that may make it difficult to stay c urrent on a
house payment as well as meet the other financ ial demands of the household (Joint
Center).
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Previous research ind icates th at homeowners are likel y to ex perience fin ancial
difficul ty in the first fi ve years of ownership (O' Neill et al., 1995; von Furstenberg, 1970;
von Furstenberg & Green , 1974). T hat findin g is also indicative of the clientele in thi s
research. The results show that the majority of delinquent clientele, (75.2 %), were
ho meowners of five years or less, the majority (25 .8%) had owned their home for only
one year.

Cli entele Re fe1Tal So urce

De linquent borrowers are referred to coun seling through various means. Th e
most common source of referral is through delinquency letters sent by loan servi cers
which pro vide instruction for contactin g a counseling agency. Whi le thi s type of contact
is required on government insured mort gages, that does not mean it is also required on
oth er mo rtgages (Joint Center, 2003). In thi s study, the majority of clientele were
referred by their servicer. Defaultin g borrowers who do not respond to contact made by
their servicer are al so unlikel y to seek counseling until the foreclosure process has begun
(Joint Center). Of those refe1Ted by their servicer, 34.5% sought coun se ling aft er the
third month of delinquency.

Utili zati o n of Services

O verall , half of the clientele who sought coun seling (50.7 %) were abl e to
maintain their homeownership status. The utili zation of services in these instances was
worth while as they produced a positive outcome. Borrowers who do not seek help until
late in delinquency reduce their chances of keeping the home (Joint Center, 2003). In
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this study, the majority of clientele did seek counseling at the onset of delinquency
(first three months) and were able to keep their homes. Although the counseling at the
FLC HFC appears to be helping clientele save their homes, it should also be considered
that some of the delinquent clients may have been able to remedy their financial situation
and save their homes on their own without the counseling services (Joint Center). On the
other hand , other clients may have lost their homes if it had not been for the assistance
given through counseling (Joint Center).
This study also found that there are statistically significant differences in the
utilization of services by Joan type . Practical significance can be observed from these
findings. In respect to government loans , it took more contacts by the counselor to aid
clients in the survival group than clients in the other two groups. Regarding conventional
loans , it took more contacts by the counselor to aid clients in the foreclosure/bankruptcy
group than the other two groups. Also the majority of clients in the surviva l and
foreclosure/bankruptcy groups sought counseling in the first three months of default.
Thus it could be inferred that cases who are going to fail will fail, and those who will
survive will survive, regardless of the time spent in counseling, even if they seek help
early in the delinquency. Counseling agencies including the FLC HFC can attempt to
better allocate their time to those clients more likely to succeed. Even though it may be
difficult to determine which default borrowers will succeed, this study as well as other
empirical studies have found that clients who seek counseling early in the default process
(Joint Center, 2003), clients who play an active role in counseling (Xiao et al., 2001 ;
Xiao et al. , 2004) and clients who are eager to cure their Joan may be Jess likely to face
foreclosure.
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The resu lts indicate that among those in the survival group there were no
statisticall y signifi cant differences in the util izati o n of services by loan type. However,
practical signi ficance can be derived from thi s resu lt. Those with government loans were
in fact using the services more th an those w ith conve ntional loans. Thi s is due in part
because th ere were more cli ents in the survival gro up that had govern ment loans than
th ose that had con venti o nal loans.

Limitatio ns

This study examined the mortgage default c lientele of the FLC HFC and how they
utili zed the coun seling serv ices in order to improve the quality of services offered.
However, this study was not without limitati ons. F irst, some client file s from whi ch the
information was extracted were incomp lete. For exampl e, some clients were unc lear on
how to report income. Some onl y reponed their gross income where others re p01ted their
net income and some were not clear on whi c h type they had reponed . Thi s created
limitations in the interpretation of the income vari able. Second, the fi les did not contain
any inform ation on some aspects of the cli ent 's mo1tgage, such as their down payment,
interest rate, and whether or not they had obtai ned any pre-purch ase education . Thi s
additi o nal information would have been helpful in creating the profi le of c lients see kin g
counseli ng at the FLC HFC. Third, the study was li mited to the three counti es served by
th e FLC HFC. The study would have benefited if more housing counseli ng agencies
across Utah cou ld have parti cipated. This wou ld have all owed for a better pi cture of the
utili zation of default counseling across the state . Fourth, the study was cross sectional in
nature in that default clients were onl y ab le to be exami ned during their counseling
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experience. It is unknow n what fi nancia l difficu lti es or successes occurred after their
coun seling experience, which could eventua ll y affect their abi lity to pay their mot1gage.

Recommendation s for Future Research

Mortgage default rates are notably hi gh in the state of Utah. In August 2005 ,
Utah was ranked ei ghth in the nati on for mortgage defaults (RealtyTrac, 2005) and
ranked second in the nation for defaults of HUD FHA insured loans (Mitchell, 2004).
There is much need for future researc h on the borrowers as well as their ab il ity to use
such reso urces as the FLC HFC . Further examinatio n of defaulting borrowers and the
servi ces that are available to them may result in a lower rate of default as well as
increased awareness of housing coun se lin g programs, on both the pre- and post- purchase
levels.
Suggestion s for future research include the fo ll owing. First, thi s study could be
re pli cated for other housing counsel ing agencies in Utah thus creating more genera li zed
resu lts. If thi s were to occur, it wou ld be va luable to create a questi onnaire of items
valuable to the study. Those items could inc lude, in addition to the variables used in thi s
study , interest rate, down payment , and amo unt of pre- and post-purchase education, if
any.
Second, if the down pay ment information could be obtained for botTOwers in
default , then an estimation of equity could be calcul ated and an examination of the
bon·owers ' attach ment to the propet1y could also be taken into account. As noted in
previous research, equity is a determinant in the decision to default (C iaureti e & Sirmans,

2003; Lusk Center, 2005; Quercia et al. , 1995; Springer & Waller 1993). Third, in an era
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of constraining funds for counseling agencies , figuring the cost of counseling per client
would aid the FLC HFC to accomplish its mission and to efficiently allocate its
resources. Also, specific information on cost would help in funding and proposal writing
for the FLC HFC.
Fourth, it would be valuable to know how defaulting borrowers perceive the act of
seeking help at a counseling agency; are there any stigmas associated? Do they feel that
help is even possible? Fifth, it would prove useful to follow clientele beyond their
utilization of counseling services; do they default again in the future, or did the
counseling experience give them enough tools to avoid future delinquency? Sixth,
government loan servicers have loss mitigation departments (or default departments)
designed to aid delinquent borrowers. Some borrowers are able to work directly with that
department to cure their loan ; others used a third party, such as a counseli ng agency, to
act in their behalf. Thus, it may also be beneficia l to study delinquent borrowers' direct
utilization of loss mitigation departments. And lastly, thi s study could be rep li cated on a
regional or national level. In examining mortgage default clientele's utilization of
services, limited concern should exist over the differences among programs for each
agency.

Recommendations and Implications

In light of the findings concerning the utilization of services by the mortgage
default clientele, there are many recommendations that can be made in behalf of the FLC
HFC. Defaulting borrowers using the services of the FLC HFC are experiencing positive
outcomes and thus maintaining their homeownership status and avoiding damage to their
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cred it from a foreclosure or bankruptcy. However, as we note the length that so me
cl ients used the services (a max imum of 12 contacts and approximately 10 hours) it is
also apparent that the time it takes to conduct default counseling can be extensive and
taxing on agencies that are often shon staffed.
Because some information was not avail able in the client files , such as interest
rate, down payment, and any pre- or post- purchase education obtained, it may be
va lu ab le for the FLC HFC to revise their client ho usi ng intake form s to include this
informa tio n. Thi s added informati on could ai d in provi ding better qual ity counse ling and
negoti ating in the client' s behalf if the counselors have all the informati on possible.
However, one may never be able to control for clients who do not brin g the needed
information to their counseling sess ion .
Knowing that most clients are receiving between one and four contacts before
obtai ning an outcome of coun seling could he lp the counselors of the FLC HFC as they
all ocate thei r time and their avail ability to take in new c lientele. Counselors may also be
ab le to gi ve the clients an approximated time frame of how much time they can ex pect to
in vest in coun seling. The overall pacing of the services, for both counse lor and clien t,
can be enh anced. Counselor overload and burnout could also be avoided.
In the industry, there ex ists th e idea that conventional Joan servicers, as they are
not required to refer defaultin g clientele to a co un se li ng agency and because these types
of loans are not government in sured, may be more difficult in negoti ating. However,
cli ents with conventional loans who used the servi ces of the FLC HFC ex perienced
success. Policy makers could requi re conventi onal servicers to refer defaulting clientele
to a housing counseling agency. If conventional servicers were to refer their defaultin g
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cliente le to counse lin g agencies then de linquent conventi onal borrowers may have a
better chance of avoidin g fo reclosure. Foreclosure is not onl y costl y to the borrower, but
to the servicer as well. Poli cy could also be imp lemented, for all loan types, that requi res
contact information for counselin g agencies be provided along with borrower pay ment
inform ati o n, thus acting as a preventative measure.
U po n di scovering the result s of thi s study, we are lead to beli eve th at mortgage
default counselin g efforts are accompli shing what they were intended to, whi ch is to aid
in the sustain ability of homeowners. There are positi ve things happenin g in the housi ng
coun se ling industry and success is being seen in the Ji ves of the cli ents. However, there
are changes th at must be made to all ow thi s industry to work more effi cientl y for housin g
coun se lin g agen cies as well as their clientele.
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Utah
State
UNIVERSITY
Family Life Center
Housing & Financial Counseling

Consent Form
Housing and financial counseling and educati on at the Fami ly Life Center is offered through the
Department of Family, Cons umer, and Human Development, Utah State Uni ve rsity. The Family
Life Center is operated as a community service as well as a training center for stude nts studyi ng
Famil y Finance. Counseling sessions are cond ucted by seni or level , or graduate students in
training and/or Family Life Center staff. Sessions may also be observed by students in training
and supervi sing Fa mily Life Center staff. You may be assured of complete confidenti ality. Client
data may be used for research purposes, but yo ur name will never be associated with the research.
T he philosophy of the Fa mil y Li fe Center is educati onal. You wi ll be taught the skill s and
strategies that have been shown to be useful in housing dec isions and financial management.
However, yo u will make the decisions regarding the adoption and imple ment ation of the
suggesti ons that are given.
The quality of your plan will depend upon the information yo u provide to the counse lor. Errors in
factua l information may significantl y change the projected outcomes di sc ussed in the pla n.
Likewise, any change in yo ur si tuati on may signifi cantl y affect results.

Please read this form carefully then fill in the information and signature(s) as required
below.
By my signature below, I agree that counseling sessions held wi th me may be incorporated in
stude nt training curricula, and understand that as such, Uwe may also be observed by qualified
students and staff. I understa nd that counselors and Utah State Uni vers ity cannot be held
responsibl e for any damages associated with the counsel ing l receive. l aut hori ze the use of my
records for research purposes, providing that onl y summary statistics will be rep011ed.

Client 's Name (Printed)

Clie nt 's Signature

Date

Additional Counseling Participants:

Counseling Partic ipant (S ignature)

Cou nseling Partic ipant (Printed)

Date

Counseling Participant (S ignature)

Counse ling Participant (Printed)

Date

